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Adaptable to any kind of nursing framework, this traditional resource provides clear, extensive coverage of
every facet of essential care nursing practice. Individual Education boxes offer quick access to the ideas
that must definitely be taught to the individual and the family members before discharge from the ICU.
The depth and scope of the textbook make it a long-lasting value that you will rely on throughout nursing
school and well into medical practice.Evidence-Based Practice: Collaborative and Evidence-Based Practice:
Nursing boxes offer the latest evidence-based management guidelines for both collaborative and nursing
care and highlight the importance of basing practice on solid evidence. Nursing Diagnoses boxes in every
disorders chapter list common diagnoses in concern order for each body, encouraging important thinking and
effective decision-producing. Pharmacologic Management tables in each therapeutic administration chapter
give a quick overview of drug names, recommended dosages, drug activities, and special considerations for
the drugs frequently used in critical treatment. Collaborative Management boxes examine the
interdependence of nursing and medical practice and demonstrate the need for teamwork in the
administration of critical care individuals. Patient Safety Alerts highlight potential protection issues linked to
chapter articles as identified by the Joint Commission. UNIQUE! Data Collection boxes in evaluation

chapters outline all the details required for a complete patient assessment. It’s organized in nine units
around alterations in body systems, with a concentrate on evidence-centered practice, collaborative
management, and patient safety. UNIQUE! Case research address important critical treatment nursing
topics and present you the opportunity to apply key principles to real-globe scenarios. Nursing
Interventions Classification (NIC) boxes list the important nursing actions for a variety of nursing
interventions that are area of the therapeutic management of a critically ill individual. Concept maps in each
disorder chapter help you understand common health conditions, including acute coronary syndrome, severe
renal failure, ischemic stroke, and shock. A fresh chapter on genetics offers you a solid understanding of
this important aspect of modern healthcare.
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Great textbook. Explains with a far more scientific-approach to nursing concepts Offers been a very
helpful textbook for me personally as someone who once was a biology major before I went into nursing.
Although I have only really thoroughly covered the first 10 chapters, I currently appreciate its approach
to using even more scientific terminology for laying the foundation of each chapter's concepts. It's similar
to anatomy and physiology. Five Stars superb information- use for fresh or skilled nurse in critical care
Okay textbook That is an ok book. Offers really opened my eye to concepts of discomfort control,
sedation, and understanding the patient's perspective on the ICU stay. Not really impressed. Dense but a
great resource Some of my classmates said this text message was a little bit over their heads, and they're
probably ideal, but I came across this to be a rich reference and served as an excellent book for my critical
treatment course in my ADN program. Three Stars Nice One Star Publication was correct, but came
broken in half along the spine One Star I payed $90 for a book that was basically torn in two. Doesnt
Concentrate on nursing implications. I adored it so very much I turned around and bought it. I still use
this book often. It is easy to read and understand, however thoroughly extensive and comprehensive. Its a
school reserve. I desire I started my initial semester with this publication. It will definitely stay with me
for the others of my career. This was the best book for all of nursing school. extremely detailed and on
her game. Very good for what it really is. Great foundations textbook for ICU nursing ideas. Lists many

helpful article references in each chapter and seems to have very few editing errors unlike other nursing
textbooks I've read through. I loved it thus much We turned around and bought it I rented this book in
Amazon for a course. They are scattered throughout the reading. Good for review. School Needed for
school Five Stars I love this author; Fulfilled a class requirement. Used it regularly as my main text
resource and earned among the 4 A's in the class! Thanks!
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